EVENT REPORTS

SPECIAL EVENT
February 29, 2020

Election Night
AmCham’s Election Night at
the elegant Berlinka gallery
café & bistro offered a unique
opportunity to await the results
of Slovakia’s 2020 Parliamentary
elections in a unique atmosphere
and company. The guests
enjoyed live musical sets by Peter
Bulík & Oto Váhovský band as
well as the special Google Arts &
Culture corner with the option to
create an art selfie or try painting
in 3D space with virtual reality
using Google’s Tilt Brush.
Before the first exit polls were
made available, the program
featured an interesting panel
debate focused on Slovakia’s
potential in the digital economy.
The late night analysis of exit polls
put the preliminary results into a
wider context of Slovakia’s future
development, the potential
priorities of the new government
and the impact of this change on
the business environment. All in
all, it was a night full of interesting
discussions, hopes, aspirations
and several surprises.
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& bistro, Bratislava

PANEL DISCUSSION: SLOVAKIA AS A DIGITAL CHALLENGER?
From left: Peter Komorník, CEO, Sli.do; Katarína Boledovičová, Head of Retail Digital
Banking, Raiffeisen Bank International; and Helena Šarkanová, Partner, McKinsey
(Moderator)

Rastislav Kulich, CEO, Google

EXIT POLLS ANALYSIS: SLOVAKIA QUO VADIS?
From left: Michal Novota, Political Campaign Consultant, Restartup; Iva Mrvová,
Journalist nad Author (Moderator); and Darina Malová, Political Scientist, Comenius
University

BUSINESS BREAKFAST

Automation Anywhere:
The next generation of RPA

March 3, 2020
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HubHub Twin City C,
Bratislava

Robotic Process Automation
(RPA) belongs among the
cutting-edge technologies
characteristic of Industry 4.0, in
fact it is widely considered as one
of its main catalysts. This business
breakfast, held in the inspiring
premises of HubHub, turned the
future potential of RPA into the
present by demonstrating how
to build, scale and operate
digital workforce. It introduced
Automation Anywhere’s brand
new A2019, a web-based and
cloud-native RPA platform for
automating business processes.
The interactive session with two
automation professionals, Jonas
Knoll and Davit Tonoyan of
Automation Anywhere, explored
some of the most fascinating
aspects of Intelligent Automation
through the eyes of business,
IT and developers. The expert
speakers shared their experience
regarding RPA’s potential
to accelerate collaboration
between business and
developers, or how to effectively
introduce RPA into business
operations.
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Jonas Knoll, Sales Engineer,
Automation Anywhere

Davit Tonoyan, Strategic Partner
Manager, Automation Anywhere
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